The Beach Multi-Focal Lens
Series A
new photographic lens which until now was only dreamed of-it diverges from
the rules heretofore applied to photography by lending itself more to the art side
and, though in a sense a renegade optically, it calmly settles itself down and does its
work with the exactness of a veteran.
The Beach Multi,focal lens is the invention of Howard D. Beach of Buffalo, who
enjoys an international reputation as a leader in photographic circles. The lens was
developed in collaboration with the Wollensak Optical Company of Rochester, Ameri,
can pioneers in lens n;ianufacturing.
1With this modern tool, photography will no longer be classified as a mechanical process
where imperfect drawing and shallow definition are glaring defects.
Absolute correctness of drawing-depth of focus-brilliancy in the shadows-stereo,
scopic effect-absence of distortion-and a velvety quality that minimizes retouching are
only a few of the many fine features that this lens possesses.
In timing and general manipulation-the Beach Multi,focal lens may be handled like
other lenses, but the freedom and latitude in all these characteristics is remarkable. It
produces results with the deftness of an artist's brush and the exactness found in draw,
ings or engravings and other works of art.
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Brilliancy in the Shadows
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n EMBRANDT was one who delved
R

deeply into the lower tones but
never at the expense of brilliancy. His
shadows sparkled as truly as his lightsalways. It is this great evenness of effect
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No Distortion

RUE perspective as rendered by the
Beach Multi-focal lens marks the
beginning of a new era in the real art

of photography.
Our friends look most natural to us

that distinguished his canvasses.

at a short or conversational distance.
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No longer is it necessary to accept
photographs that have a lack of transparency in the darker parts.

The artist photographer has always
felt the desire to work closer to his
. .
su b ject on account o f t h e mt1macy
of
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The Beach Multi-focal lens does not

expression thus obtained, but due to

block the lights, but enhances the whole
picture with velvety values in the
shadows.

obnoxious distortion at this close range,
this has been more or less of an impossible accomplishment.

The eye perceives the difference between objects in varying degrees of

Expressions of the really fascinating
kind are more easily caught when the

darkness-it records the rich crispness in
the shadows- so does the Beach Multi,

subject is not at an excessive distance,
where coldness and apathy reign.
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focal lens.
This causes a complete rendition of
the subject and gives a snap through the
darker parts that equals the snap in the

w·1th

·
h an d s
t h.1s correct perspective,
and feet are rendered in proper propor,
tion, which once more makes it possible
to take beautiful full length pictures

lights-a characteristic feature of very

showing the natty costumes of the day,

great importance attributable only to the
construction of this particular lens.

thereby considerably increasing the vol,
ume of business.
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Minimized Retouching

w

ITH luminosity in the shadows
and lines of the face and unex,
celled naturalness and beauty of texture
in the flesh the Beach Multi-focal lens
minimizes the very arduous part of
retouching.
Many negatives need no retouching

and few require more than a slight
balancing up with the pencil.
The saving on the eyes is enormous
as the pores of the skin and other slight
irregularities are mellowed more effect,
ively by the lens than can be done by
hand. This almost eliminates the smooth,
ening process which involves the dreaded
eye st rain.
Backgrounds, owing to the depth of
focus, are much more effectively produced. Walls, furniture, pictures, flowers,
painted grounds and what not may be
most efficaciously utilized.
Foregrounds, effectively produced,
create an ideal appearance and may be
considered a development attributable to
this deep focus lens. The use of a fore,
ground is a most commendable way of

complimenting a figure that inclines ,.,,.... ~...,
11
towards the rotund.
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